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INTRODUCITON AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
Introduction 
Throughout the decade of the sixties, teachers, administrators, 
curTiculum write~ and text book companies have all made vigorous at-
tempts to redefine the t eaching of English. Teachers have oreanized 
themselves on local, state, and national levels to concentrate their 
efforts and share their knowledge. In part they have been responsible 
for sorre of the curTent trends: better preparation of teachers, experi-
rrentation with new rrethods in the classroom, and rrore consistent evalu-
ation of what is taking place in the classroom-what teachers teach and 
what students learn. 
Another significant trend is the increasing rejection by teachers 
of the publisher's series and the pre-packaged programs, partly because 
school systems are, 1!Pre than ever before, inclined to give teachers 
tim= off to look for ideas, for in-service training, and for worl<srops 
to develop their own new materials. 1-breover, funds have been made 
available from national and state sources to develop new programs. 
Underlying the teaching of English are several ever present ques-
tions. How are programs organized? Are the new programs significantly 
different? r:o experirrental programs produce significant rreasurable 
changes in student growth? In the final analysis, who determines what 
goes on in the classroom today? If English teaching should build in 
sorre sensibly CUJrulative way, there must needs be sorre plan for se-
quential introduction of concepts and ideas to help students develop 
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desireable skills in the use of English. tbffett sho.vs his concern for 
articulation with the statement: 
I do not think that ~rtant inproverrents can corre about until 
teachers up and down the line !crow what their colleagues in other 
grades are doing and are enabled by their administration to meet 
and collaborate. The main thing I have learned from experirrent-
inr, in schools is this: ho.v well a student fares with a certain 
assigTllTW2Ilt in, say, tenth or eleventh f,rade depends enonrousl y on 
what he was asked to do in the lower grades; sorretirres this past 
education seems even JTOre critical than age and ability. (}bffett, 
1968, p. 3, 4) 
Statement of ?urpose 
The purpose of this study is to survey the literature on articulated 
English programs to determine the features of such programs, analyze 
the Bonneville program on the basis of this survey, and to detennine if 
the program of the present articulated English program at Bonneville 
High School produces a significant, rreasurable change in student achieve-
rrent. 
The Problem 
Essentially, the problem concerning articulated English programs 
lies not in defending or criticizing the concept of articulation but 
rather in finding a relevant and practical approach to sequential ar-
ticulation in the English classroom with adequate evaluation procedures. 
Basic Procedure 
The basic procedure will be divided into t= phases. First, the 
literature will be reviewed to obtain a rational for a sound evaluation 
of the articulated and sequential English program. Second, an evalua-
tion will be !113.de of the present program at Bonneville High School 
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based on the rationale obtained in the review of literature and the 
s tatistical evidence provided by the "Iowa Test of J:ducational J:evelop-
rrent" beginning with the school year of 1971 when the present English 
program was developed and implemented, 
LII1ITS OF STUDY 
With the current trend of school districts to write and to publish 
their own curriculum guides and sequential programs, The National Coun-
cil of Teachers of English oould see an increasing need to make avail-
able to these schools an instrurrent to guide as well as to evaluate their 
efforts. Several studies have been made to try to determine what makes 
a good program successful. In 1961 the NCIE made a national study of 
some 7000 high schools to attempt to identify superior programs. A 
check list for evaluating the English programs in the junior and senior 
hip-)1 schools was prepared and published by the Corrrnittee of Curriculum 
of the NCIE in 1962. In 1966 another study was begun (Squire and Apple-
bee, 1968) with selective high schools. A new evaluation was published 
in 1968 by Paul H. Jaoobs at the University of Illinois, entitled Cri-
teria for Evaluating High School English Programs• 
This last study by Squire and Applebee (1968) is used in this re-
port to evaluate all other programs reviewed, (See Study Explanation, 
Appendix H.) Because of the limitations of space in a report of this 
nature, rather than including wi.thin the body of the report each program 
reviewed, Appendix G has been prepared with a brief description of sev-
eral programs Vlhich seem to be worth further study and consideration. 
This report is divided into two major sections: the first part 
deals with the ideal English program; the second part is an evaluation 
of Bonneville 1 s present English program using the criteria of part one 
for the evaluation. Each part is subdivided into eight areas of concen-
tration. The first three are the school climate, teacher preparation, 
anJ the Cn?,lish departlrent. The five curriculum areas are literature, 
composition , reading , language, and stu:ient evaluation . 
'niL ARTICUlATED PROGRAM 
Scrool climate 
Quite clearly, the English program in a given school is influenced 
by characteristics common to the academic and administrative program of 
tre school as a woole; and according to tre NCI'E Study, two broad fac-
tors--nore than anything else--determine these characteristics: (l) tre 
quality of instructional and administrative leadership demonstrated by 
the buildine principal, ( 2) the tradition of learning and education with-
in the school and the conm.ll1ity. (Squire and Applebee, 1968) 
The quality of the school administrator again and again affects 
the assessrrents of a scrool, with so~re two-thirds of the d&aracteristics 
noted in the observer's summaries directly attributable to his work or 
influence. An observer is impressed with the near absolute authority 
wielded by a principal in sOJre school situations: selecting staff, de-
termining course content, making decisions about both building and in-
struction, someti!res without reference to hiF,her administrative authori-
ties and often without reference to many rrembers of the faculty. 
(Squire and Applebee, 1968) 
In such cases, the decisions on instruction are made at the school 
level and are integrally related to the program. \>/here authority was 
reroved from the principal and assigped to a central office, hooever, 
observers were quick to rote the stulifying effect on the overall tone 
of the school. The nost disturbing observation was the reroval from 
the school site of decisions about teachers and teaching, about text-
books, about curriculum-about the very matters that can be decided 
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wisely only in relation to the individual class . The principal's inte~ 
est and effectiveness are also reflected in the concern which same fac-
ul ties show for the educational , cultural , and social issues of our day. 
(Squire and Applebee , 1968 ) 
Among other considerations directl y traceable to the leadership of 
the building principal is the general adequacy of the building plant. 
:Jewness or architectural beauty seem less ~rtant than functional con-
tribution to the instructional program. (Moffett, 1968) Are rooms pro-
vided with adequate equiprrent; has shelving and study space enhanced the 
use of the library; do t eachers have a depart:rrental English center, stu-
dent conference rooms, and adequate work space when not assigned class-
roan dut ies? WP.ere these conditions exist, studies seem to agree the 
physical plant is a helpful adjunct to the instructional program. 
The second major influence on the overall program is the tradition 
of learning and education in the school and conrnuni ty, an influence 
stronger than differences in social class and hone background. More 
~rtant in many schools is the simple supposition that the program 
nust be excellent, "parents expect their students to learn here ••• 
we have long had a tradition of academic learning," reported one princi-
pal. (Squire and Applebee, 1968, p. 17) 
Despite the oldness of the building and the crowded candi tions, 
there is a spirit of learning reflected in this school. From 
class to class, in hallways, the informal encou11ters-teachers 
and students seem to understand that they are here for educational 
purposes • • (Squire and Applebee, 1968, p. 203) 
In these schools, achievement-oriented students and staff seem to re-
strict their concern to major academic objectives. 
Sometimes an ethnic group is responsible or credited with estab-
lishing a vigorous academic program within a school. Nearby military 
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installations or governmental laboratories and research centers contrib-
ute materially to the intellectual atm:>sphere of many schocls, which 
may explain the number of out-of-the-way schools that are errerging as 
particularly promising institutions. 
The tradition of experirrentation also influences the character of 
school faculties, engendering a "esprit de corps" and attracting visitors 
from everywhere in the country. Unfortunately, this publicity frequent-
ly seems to have an undesirable effect, creating arrong some faculties a 
smugness, a satisfaction with conditions as they are, an attitude of 
superiority and lack of concern with the total profession. Theocbre 
J€izer, (1965) refers to the school sufficiently distinguished to attract 
national attention as being influenced by the "GEE WHIZ" syndrorre. 
Per pupi l expenditure in experirrental programs was found to be dou-
ble that of t he regular programs , which may be construed as a strong 
point of such programs. />~though experirrental programs tended to excite 
both teacher and pupil in the beginning , confusion and uncertainty as 
well as error in judgerrent are characteristic of all innovations. Cur-
r iculum sequence in the experirrental programs was found lacking . (M::>ffett, 
1968 ) Of the four basic innovative patterns in experirrental programs-
variations in the use of s taff , variations in scheduling the use of 
tirre , variations in grouping s tudents, and developrrent of programs in 
the humanities-unfortunately, in all but one or two cases, the many 
theoretical advantages of such practices are simply not realized. 
(Squire and Applebee, 1968) 
Teacher preparation 
Participants of the National Study began with the premise: "Eng-
lish teachers will be well prepared in English, will be active in 
professional associations, and will make use of opportunities for con-
tinuinG their education through in-service training, sabbatical leave 
programs , or extension sch:>Ol services." (Squire and Applebee, 1968, 
p . 4) 
This hypothesis has been conclusively supported. 'The teachers in 
the Study schools are better prepared than teachers nationally. An 
earlier survey reported by :-ICI'£ in The National Interest and Continuing 
Education of Teachers of English (1964) provides data for English 
teachers nationally with which the present study can be compared. In 
the Study , 72 percent of the teachers have majors in English with an-
other 19 percent with minors or a total of 91 percent. Nationally, the 
percentages are 51 percent with majors in English and 22 percent with 
minors for a total of 73 percent. On the average there are rrore than 
twic~ as many teachers with ~aster•sDegrees in the Study schools than 
those in the National survey. (Squire and Applebee, 1968, p. 55) 
Teachers of English in the specially selected schools are not only 
better qualified initially to teach but also continued their education 
after they be,gan to teach. Since beginning their career, 43 percent 
have earned a degree, with 36 percent having acquired at least a Master's 
Degree since beginning full time teaching. An additional 14 percent 
have achieved this level of education before beginning to teach. Thus, 
!1Pre than half of the teachers in schools with outstanding programs con-
tinue their education at least to the Masters level. The national level 
is only 35 percent. (NEA Research Report, 1963) 
The majority of the classes observed dealt with literature while 
comparatively few offered lani<Uiige (grd11lJ'lBI') or composition. Parallel-
ing the classroom emphasis, 59. 8 percent of the teachers have taken one 
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or more literature courses since bep,inninr; to teach; only 2 5 percent 
have taken any composition; and only 34 percent have taken any in language. 
Analysis of the classrooms of these teachers led to a number of 
significant deductions, probably none so revealing as the tendency to 
emphasize literature almost to the exclusion of others. AccoDiing to 
the reports on 32,580 minutes of classroom observation, the teaching of 
literature is emphasized in the high school 52 percent of the tirre--
more than all other aspects of Enr.lish canbined. In contrast only 13,5 
per.cent is devoted to lanr.uage and 15.7 percent to cornposition, While 
other aspects of English (drana, speech, etc.) receive even less. (See 
Appendix A. ) 
The schools in the Study do provide for greater incentives for in-
dividiual teachers to continue their education than do most schools na-
tionally. For example, over 89 percent of the schools in the Study , 
compared with only 64 percent nationally, encouraged continuing educa-
tion through salary incentives. P.lJrost two thirds also encourage "the 
organization of local extension courses; half grant sabbatical leave to 
teachers ; one quarter will, on occasion, undei¥~ri te tution and fees for 
outside courses; at least 20 percent pay stipends for sumner srudy or 
release teachers for in-service work. The difference is so striking be-
tween the Study schools and the national sampling that it is evident the 
adoption of rather extensive incentives is one of the unique characte~ 
istics of schools with strong English programs. (Squire and P..pplebee, 
1968) 
The English department 
Although one still hears an occasional argunent against the depart-
m:nt system in the high school, the observations of this project clearly 
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indicate that schools with a considerabl e de~ of organization tend 
to have SU!Jel'ior l:nglish programs. 'l'"nis view is rot confined to the 
National Study of lligh School Enr:lish Programs . A report of the CEEIJ 
Oommission on English in 1965 asserts that English departments nust 
learn to exercise considerably more enterprise and autonomy than they 
have at present, G. Melvin Hipps writing in The Clearing House, P.pril, 
1965, pleads for greater responsibility for the depart:Jrent chaimen, 
particularly in the area of supervision. Even the Arrerican Association 
of School Administrators indicates that the number of departrrent heads 
is increasing. (ERS Reporter, 1966) The NCI'E observers ranked the 
quality of the English department leadership anong the three special 
strenP,ths in successful English programs. (Squire and Applebee, 1968) 
Departnent chairrren, especially in large schools , should be given 
responsibility in four major areas: the appointrrent, supervision, and 
evaluation of teachers; the devel.oprrent of curriculum; the stimulation 
of support for the English program in the school and tre comnunity; 
and the administration of tre many procedural details that affect teach-
ing. If chairrren are to be effective, they must be given substantial 
tine, money, and authority to carry out treir duties . The schools in 
the Study have departrrents which are more fully organized than the av-
erage school nationally, and the chairrren are better compensated for 
their efforts . The important ccncem is that teachers have soneone to 
>ID.om they can tum with questions about metmds and content in the 
I:nglish program, as well as sorreone to relieve them as lll.lch as possible 
from procedural detail and problems of public relations. 
The direct involvement of the departrrent chairnan in the appoint-
rrent, supervision, and evaluation of teachers is especially inp::>rtant 
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to a srroothly functioninr, program. Only the chai:nran has the intimate 
knowledge of the needs and the personalities of a given depart:nent 
necessary to pick additional t eachers woo will ccmplerrent the existing 
program and who will teach well '"ithin it. Results of the studies have 
ronvinced the project staffs that the involverrent of the principal and 
rrore specifically the depart:nent chai:nran in the final selection of 
teachers is essential to the establishnent of a superior English depart-
rrent. Not every English teacher is effective in large group lectures, 
nor is every teacher comfortable in teaching reading or in directing 
the work of slow learners, Teaching tearrs have disintegrated when a 
teacher with needed skills cannot be found within a schcol; classes 
have to be cancelled; and excellent English programs have deteriorated 
because an excellent teacher has rroved on and has been replaced by a 
rediocre one. 
From either a practical or a theoretical point of view, the single 
rrost i_rrq)ortant reason for appointing an English departrent chai:nran in 
the secondary school is to improve instruction. Therefore, considera-
tions of years in service, personal friendship, or :imnediate conveniences 
should give way to the professional and intellectual role that he must 
play as departrent leader. He must provide vigorous intellectual leader-
ship pervading the departJ!Ent and other reaches of his schcol as well. 
That he must be a teacher of stature who is willing to derronstrate his 
ability as opportunities are available is obvious ; yet he should also 
reveal a rrore than ccmron l<n:>wledge of his subject and extend this 
knowledge by a continuing study of English and of research in the 
teaching of English. (Squire and Applebee , 1968) 
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The departnent chairman is responsible for creating a favorable 
climate for learninP, by working with teachers and administrators to 
give Dlr,lish teachers time to teach. l.ly prorrotinr, within the depart-
rrent an at:Jrosphere of nutual respect, by encouraging the exchange of 
ideas, and by guarding against an excess of clerical and administrative 
i_rrq)ediments, he will oopefully achieve the necessary climate for effec-
tive teaching and learning. 
Too often when educators talk about curriculum, they confine the 
rreaning to what is currently being taught. If it is assurred that im-
proverrent of the curriculum is necessary or that a new course of study 
is to be developed , there is an assumption that the subject content or 
sequence might be changed. It becones obvious that a cha.i.nren' s pri-
mary responsibility in the area of curriculum is the continuing assess-
rrent of its strengths and weaknesses. Such an evaluation suggests that 
he know what happens, not only d•l!'ing three or four years of high school 
English, but in the years before and after--in the English proerams of 
contributing elerrentary and junior high scmols and in the local col-
leges and universities where the majority of college bound students 
will f!P• An understanding of these programs and a knowledge of new de-
veloprrents in subject matter and rretOOd alia.~ the chairman, in associa-
tion with his fellow teachers, to make intelligent decisions concerning 
curriculum changes. (Dixon, 1970) 
A wise supervisor asserts an oblique influence on curriculum by 
working with fellow teachers in selecting books, by preparing sugges-
tive guides for teaching particular works of literature and by outlining 
special approaches to teaching language or composition. 
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As the supervisor works with curriculum ccmnittees, a prirre con-
cern is to reJre!Tlber that the interests, needs and abilities of students 
at different levels vary considerably. Very few courses of study s00w 
well-developed prop;rarns for rrPre than one level, and that one level is 
alm:Jst withcut exception that of the college round student. (lbffett, 
1968) In all studies the lack of definition between groups is reflected 
in the treatment students receive in the classroom. The average or be-
low average class is being neglected everywhe_~. 
It becorres clear that curriculum efforts divorced from the class-
room and the students, ha.~ever well intentioned and ably led, are of no 
great consequence to the process of teaching. New ideas, opinions, 
classroom expertise are all necessary in developing curriculum, but the 
rewards of such tine consuming and expensive projects must be found in 
the doing. The observers are of the opinion that beneficial results of 
such projects do not carry over into the classroom unless the teachers 
themselves have helped to shape the final docurrent. 
One aspect of the departrrent organization that is often either 
over-looked or underestimated is the physical rratter of space for the 
department center or office. Although obviously affected by financial 
considerations, the l!Pre successful were the roorrs outfitted with e.-
nough desks and materials to accorrPdate rrany of the departrrent's teach-
ers at once - a space where they could either relax or work, or what is 
1!Pre oollllPn, a place where they could discuss rrutual probleJre and tenta-
tive soluations. (Squire and Applebee , 1968) 
A good public relations program is a decidedly important function 
of the English chainran. The accepting and placing of interns from 
nearby colleges returns bonuses to the schJol, such as the opportunity 
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to single out promising future staff members by seeing them in action 
and the opportunity to receive evaluation from the oclleges in the proc-
ess. MJre in1>ortant is the opportunity to dispel the cormon public 
notion that English is nothing rrore than an accUIIUlation of rules re-
garding spelling and verbal niceties, and to interpret the program to 
administrators, parents, and the ocrrmuni ty. The chairman has an oppor-
tunity to raise the public image of the teaching of English. 
Subject Areas 
Literature 
The programs for the teaching of literature were rrore extensive, 
rrore carefully organized and rrore effective than any other aspect of 
English instruction in the schools of the Study . Not only was 52 per-
cent of the class tlire utilized in literary studies , but also oonsider-
ably rrore attention was devoted to ooncepts important to literature. 
Not withstanding , only 33 programs were cited for outstanding instruc-
tion. Again , the observers found that individual teachers rrore often 
than school or department were singled out for distinction. Few facul-
ties were found with an explicit philosophy or commitment to purpose, 
that literature contributes essentially to the education of each student. 
Out of 102 departments of English, 62 ranked student development as the 
primary objective of literary study. The ability to oo~rehend the 
neaning and development of a given work was given first place by only 
24 schools. Observers indicated that programs in Study sch::>ols tend to 
~hasize the ideas in literature I!Dre than do average school programs. 
(Squire and Applebee, 1968) 
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1\lthour.h a variety of approaches are used in the classroom to a-
chieve desired objectives, reports from departrrent chairrren revealed 
no dominant trends. Observers found that the depth and quality of each 
class 's experience with literature is of rrore importance than any pat-
tern of organization and emphasis. Few new patterns of study were dis-
covered, The patterns familiar to rrost Arrerican teachers are corraron in 
these schools: in grades nine and ten, the thematic or typological 
study; J:Tade eleven, A'rerican literature (rrost corrm:>n); and grade 
twelve, English or world literature. Variations rroved world literature 
to grade ten. The only radical changes occur at the senior level with 
electives: English literature, rrodern literature, world literature, 
humanities, special courses in Shakespeare and the drama, in the novel, 
and in great books, Advanced courses oriented around the individual 
text and close analytical study are being introduced in a few locations 
and not infrequently provide the context for sane of the rrost exciting 
teaching. 
In programs cited for outstanding teaching of li tere.ture, books 
all plentifully available; antholor,ies are supplemented by sets of 
loneer works; seminar discussions are enhanced by the use of group sets ; 
and classroom book collections are much in evidence. The literature 
anthology continues to be widely used, but it is introduced largely to 
provide a common core of readings and is supplemented by other texts. 
Thus, arrong frequently observed practices, the use of anthologies ranks 
first, multiple sets of books fourth, and classrocm book collections 
eighth. The availability of many texts is clearly a distinguishing 
characteristic of outstanding programs for teaching li tere.ture, (See 
introduction to Jenkinsm and I::aghlyan, 1968) Having such collections 
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available seerreci not only an excellen-t: basis for developing a proeram 
of f(uided personal reading, but also an indication that school and 
teachers viewed such prograrrs as important. One way of organizing guided 
reading programs is a three year list of required out-of-class reading 
intended to ensure that graduates should be acquainted with certain 
major works not studied in class. In several schools, sunm=r readinv, 
assigrunents are reported as particularly beneficial, books are assigned 
in the spring and discussed during the opening weeks of the fall semes-
t er. 
Wide spread reading carefully related to continuing classroom work 
does seem to be characteristic of outstanding prograrrs of English. The 
critical discovery is t~at where attempts are made to provide worth-
while literature for adolescents, students do read! 
More important than any particular pattern of organization seeJTS 
to be the extent to which the prcgrem provides for the careful study 
and close readinp; of individual texts and supports this close reading 
with a broadly based program of guided individual reading. 
Composition 
The canponent of I:nglish which is probably the rrost elusive and 
difficult to assess is the teaching of composition. On the basis of 
classroom observation, teachers at all levels in all schools combined 
spent only 15,7 percent of their class tirre in this area. (See Ap-
pendix A. ) There seems to be a slight variation of tirre spent arrong 
grade levels and even less between those groups considered terminal and 
those labeled college preparatory. 
The bulk of instruction devoted to writing is instruction "after 
the fact," after papers have been written, Tile primary process of 
writing instruction consists of having students write canpositions, 
then after correction and annotations by the teacher, returning the 
paper to the s tudents to be revised and submitted again. 
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There is no way to determine s tatistically hov1 effective this proc-
ess is. In spite of the lack of empirical knCMledge, however, there can 
be little doubt that trose students who are forced to think back through 
their first writing and then reworl< the original into sorrething better 
must gain in fluency and precision. (Braddock, 1963) 
1-bffett (1968) is an advocate of the trial and error rrethod; he im-
plies that the teacher not try to prevent the learner from making errors. 
For him, the learner simply plunges into the assignrrent, uses all his 
resources, makes errors where he must, and heeds the feedback. So 
teachers need to propose rreaningful trials (assi!'Jl!lents), in a rreaning-
ful oroer, and to arrange for a feedback that insures the rraximum ex-
ploitation of error. 
TI1e greatest difficulty to this process is that the average teacher 
rreets 130 s tudents daily. If he spends as much as 8.6 minutes, the 
average number of minutes in annotating each therre which was required 
"to teach writing and thinking," eighteen hours weekly would be required 
for paper oorrectioo alone. 
One method for reducing the paper load of classroom teachers is to 
employ lay readers, a practice being follCMed in a significant number 
of high schools across the nation. (Virginia Burl<e, 1961) Twenty pe!'-
cent of Study schools indicate that readers were used to one degree or 
another. I..a.y reader prograrrs differ in rrany respects. Sorre readers 
never see the students because the papers are exchanged through the nail; 
sorre readers visit classes when writing assigrurents are being made. In 
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the Rutger's Plan, (Diederich, 1960) graders ana assigned to specific 
teachers and classes. Less structured programs allow several teachers 
to call upon a reader as they require. 
111e rrost obvious source of instruction is the occasional or system-
atic use of textbooks. Only 28 percent of teachers polled reported the 
use of texts rer;ularly, 51 percent infrequently, and 13 percent never, 
A content analysis of 14 sets of conposition gramnar textbooks by Lynch 
and Evans in 1963 reveals an interesting parallel between the emphasis 
found on instructicn in composition and the proportion of instructional 
material as evidenced by the number of pages given to composition and 
rnetoric in the texts. Over twice as many pages dealt with !!13.tters of 
gramnar, usage, and rrechanics in these books than on units larger than 
a sentence. (Lynch and Evans, 1963) 
\.Ji thin the last few years, however, several companies have offered 
texts that are different ooncerning lan~age and emphasis given to in-
struction . (Squire and Applebee, 1968, p. 128) Moffett (1968) says that 
if we learn to write best by doing it a.'"ld heeding the feedback, then of 
what use is the presentatioo of materials to the learner from a texttook. 
The lack of any real differentiation in the approaches which these 
textbooks take at successive stages of composition seem ~JPical. A 
given series will list essentially the sarre topics for each of the four 
years of high school, topics Jrore often than not coocentrated on experi-
ences or ideas assurred to be very close to the student's .imrediate oon-
cems rather than on literary experiences. (Lynch and Evans, 1963) Yet 
at least twice as many papers are based on literature as on all other 
subjects oombined , including personal experiences, the social sciences 
13enerally, and imaginative topics invclvinr, creative writing. 
Perhaps as a result of the lack of creative writing assir;rurents, 
the rigid assignrrents and rrechanical instruction that characterize so 
1m.1ch composition teaching, ThO-thirds of the sixty advanced twelfth 
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~ade classes which indicated they would like to see an ~roved compo-
sition program specify nore creative writing, an emphasis reflected, too, 
in the enthusiasm of students enrolled in such classes. (Squire and 
Applebee, 1968) 
In the opinion of Jenkinson and Daghlian, (1968) the occasional ex-
perience of creating a poem or story can carry a m.unber of extrinsic 
dividends. The experience may not turn the student into an artist, but 
it should help Jilin develop an appreciation of the distinctions between 
the lanp;uage and conventions of literature and the language and conven-
tions of his own immediate world. 
With few exceptions, any concerted efforts of English departnents 
has been directed to setting standards for grading or for establishing 
requirerrents for student writing in term; of numbers of words or assign-
ments. It would seem little thought or effort is given to "ha.J" a stu-
dent's writing ability can be ~roved, 
One rrethod of encouraging continuity and progression in the indivi-
dual classrocrn is to use currulative folders or rote books containing all 
of the consequential pieces that a student writes. This practice gives 
an opportunity to observe student progress throughout the year. Sorre 
departnents cootinue this practice reserving selected writings over a 
three or four year period. Mile providing perspective on the gr<Mth 
of the individual student, it is one m:thod of ensuring sequence and 
continuity within the writing program of a school. (M::>ffett, 1968) 
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In rrr:1 study I found a number of schools had written new courses of 
study, frequently called "sequential guides" to =mposition, (Kitz-
haber, 1967) Inherent in the design of these prograns is the principle 
that the important skills of writing are developed increrrentally, (Mean-
ing and Function of Language, 1965) A typical guide provides from 20 to 
50 writing experiences for each grade level, from which sorre 12 to 20 
will be clPsen by the individual teacher on the basis of the needs and 
capabilities of his class, At all levels students are required to write 
narration, description, exposi ticn and argurrentation; though in the 
tenth grade, there is likely to be a greater emphasis on narration and 
description, and in the twelfth, greater concern with more complex and 
subtle forms of exposition and argurrentation. Momy of these assiwurents 
arc clearly related to the literature taught at particular ~ade levels, 
and at tines students are asked to emulate the style of an author to 
write in the manner of Jonathan Swift or Samuel Johnson for example 
while developing a personal essay, (11offett, l968a) 
As a teacher I am more impressed by guides developed by individual 
schools and/or districts than by the text books prepared by the textbook 
companies, (Appendix G) 
The high sch::lol research or term paper is a fairly well entrenched 
requirerrent in most English programs. Seventy-one percent of the teach-
ers in Stucty schools support a requirerrent for at least one such paper 
in every student's high school career; yet the process of gathering in-
formation, taking notes , and preparing a paper has for sorre tine been 
questioned by both high school and college instructors. (Squire and 
Applebee, 1968 ) Might the time not have been more profitably spent on 
other aspects of canpositicin or on the study of literature and language? 
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A ccmnon criticism of term papers is that very few high school libraries 
have adequate naterials for a student to pursue a subject in depth. An-
other criticism often heard is that the teachers are prone to emphasize 
the rrechanical aspects of taking notes, preparing footnotes, and com-
piling bibliographies to the exclusion of processes of thought or logical 
development. 
Unless the long paper evolves from written assignments over a peri-
od of years and unless the subject matter of these efforts has sorre re-
lationship to English (or else sorre :i.mrediacy to related disciplines), 
observers feel that the instructional tirre mif,ht better be spent on 
other writing. Still, these seems to be a cancensus anong curriculum 
committees that it is profitable for a student to pursue a subject in 
depth and to sustain his best writing efforts in an extended paper. 
Other academic departrrents both expect students to know the proper form 
and procedure for writing a lang :.ource paper and regard the English 
class as the appropriate place for such instruction. Teachers who sup-
port this claim report t!Jat forrrer students return from college to tell 
them how useful this instruction had been in their beginning college 
oourse. Yet, a student's first three required English oollege classes 
deal with writing a research paper (at least t= out of three) • To con-
sider instruction on the long paper as a necessary end in itself, as a 
service function to other high schoc>l departrrents or as an assurred ool-
lege requirerrent, makes the task unrewarding and the practice unsound. 
(1-bffett, 1968) Needless to say, there are many qualitative differences 
anong the various canposition prograrrs. Tlx>se schoc>ls that are commit-
ted are involved in continwus efforts to improve instruction in writing. 
Although a good deal of research has been undertaken on the teaching of 
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writinG, too fc" of the findinp;s arc easily translatable to classroom 
techniques. 
Teaching of language 
Of the three major components of English: literature, ro~sition 
and language, the teachers, students, and observers all agree that lan-
guage is the least well taught. In the 1,609 classes visited, only 13,5 
percent of the teaching ti..rre emphasized language. (See Appendix A•) 
When the teachers were questioned concerning preparation in this area, 
rrore than we-thirds questioned the adequacy of their preparation and 
indicated the need for advanced study, Only 17 of 99 advanced ~elfth 
grade classes interviewed by the project staff indicated that their in-
struction had been particularly beneficial, (Squire and Applebee, 1968) 
There still seems to be general confusion as to what should be 
taught in a language curriculum. M::>re than 90 percent of all schools 
do teach such concepts basic to literary study as rretaphor, :i.m3.gery, 
blank verse, satire, and epic, but the same schools experience a total 
lack of agreerrent over concepts associated "ith the study of language. 
James M::>ffett (1968), Ken !))nelson (1972) and George Hillock, Jr., 
(1972) all strongly support a student-centered curriculum in "hich stu-
dents use language rrore than they customarily do, The curriculum is 
based on a "naturalistic approach" whereby students learn essentially by 
doing and receiving feedback. The student should be guided from a state 
of simply receiving language to one in which he uses, experiences , and 
produces it. The cirriculum in these programs emphasized thinking 
skills , writing frcm personal experience, self-awareness, sequential de-
veloprrent , trial-an-error learning, small group interaction, and language 
as a social act, 
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In no other area of language are standards rrore variable, confu,.. 
sion greater, and differences rrore apparent than in the teaching of 
usage. Presumably, any formal study of m:xlem gramrar and usage should 
lead to sorre understanding of geographical and social variations in us-
ar,e and of ccrnplexi ty; hGJcver, criteria for identifyinJ?; sorre appropriate 
but flexible standard of usage for instructional purposes are necessary. 
What is surprising is too discovery that in the selected high school 
programs so little is being done to alleviate the confusion. 
According to linquists and specialists in language, a well-designed 
school program in the English language will contain, in addition to the 
study of grarrmar and usage, sorre attention to dialect study, lexico-
graphy, semantics, the history of the language , and perhaps phonology. 
1he data collected in this study indicates that the specialists on the 
teachinr; of Cnglish have yet to persuade teachers in secondary schools 
that the study of the language is rrore than a minor adjunct to the pro-
gram as a whole. (Appendix A) 
One of the major problems in this area, rrentioned above, is the 
confusion of teachers about the study of grarrrnar and usage. They talk 
about "functional gramnar" (which to trem really neans assigned drill 
based on student errors) and provide instruction in only a haphazard 
way. Instead of giving attention to the study of historical, geographi-
cal or social aspect of language, their major concern is with problems 
of syntax and usage appearing in the student's = writing and speech. 
Errors in sentence structure are especially emphasized: parallelism, 
misplaced and dangling rrodifiers, run-together sentences, faul. ty refer-
ence, and problems in agreerrent. Obffett , l968b) 
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A good program emphasizes usage and the ways in which social level, 
situation, geographical region, and rredium of corrmmication dictate the 
appropriate form. Regretably, in view of the substantial research in-
dicating the contributions of oral drill and pattern practice to the 
effectiveness of instruction in usaf,e, few teachers utilize this ap-
proach. (MOffett, l968b) 
When teachers were surveyed concerning the use of language and corn-
pcsition books, selected or required by their school district, rrore than 
70 percent rejected or disliked them on the basis of poor quality. When 
forced to bring such textbooks into the classroom, the teachers simply 
ignored them. In spite of these criticisms, when asked about their 
reasons for requiring a single series of language and composition texts, 
some schools stressed the need for continuity, scope and sequence in in-
struction. It would seem, in view of the report by Lynch and Evans Cl963) 
that whatever the claims of the publisher, most of the language and corn-
position books teach the sarre concepts at every grade level, that tax-
payers are spending tens of thousands of dollars to purchase books that 
tead1ers do not want and do not use. 
On the other hand, a well-designed grarrnnar nay be a useful tool in 
assisting the teacher to provide systenatic instruction. The conclusion; 
where language books are purchased for a particular purpose, they appear 
to be carefully used. 
One of the best programs was using Paul Roberts 1 fatterns of Eng-
lish (1966) beginning in grade nine. All teachers were required to study 
the textbook closely to establish a consistent approach. A four to six 
week unit on lexicography was planned for grade ten, involving not only 
consideration of the meaning but a comparison of three standard student 
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di ctionaries. TI1e language unit for grade eleven was devoted to dia-
l ect and linguistic geography and covered such problems as the effect 
on differences in language usage in location, education and occupation . 
Grade twelve included the study of a unit oo the history of language, 
taur,ht in relation to the study of a selection from "The Canterbury 
Tales, An advanced study of the problem of appropriateness in English 
completed the four year sequence . The success of this type of program 
is credited to the commitment of the English teachers to instruction 
in structure.l grarronar parallism and to their confidence in what they 
are doing. This attitude seems to be the result of an in-service edu-
cation program. Classes studying Patterns in English, despite a dis-
turbingly rigorous adherance to the texttook at the expense of teacher 
creativity , were at least directing their attention toward key r,eneral-
izations about the English languaee, (Note: Roberts' series are not 
the "in" thing at present.) 
Teaching of reading 
Although reading and oral language skills are essential to nearly 
every activity whic.'l occurs in the class room, teachers are apt either 
to associate sequential instruction with the primary grades or to feel 
they t each it all the t:i.rre. 
I::epartment chairnen interviewed in the llational Study agreed that 
the fundal!ental purpose of reading instruction is to help the student 
becorre a m:lre active and critical reader. They seem to recognize that 
developrrental reading instruction in the total program in English in-
cludes oot only instruction in the basic skills (word attack, compre-
hensirn , and speed) but also instructioo in the reading of literature. 
Learning to adjust reading speed according to the variety of materials 
and purpose of the assir,rurent is also reported to be :irrportant, as is 
helping students understand better what they read in other subjects. 
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"Only three to four percent of instructional tirre in grade ten is 
devoted to reading and declines to tv.D percent in grade twelve." 
(Squire and Applebee, 1968, p. 153) In a school year , this approach 
v.ould allow only four to seven class rours for the teachinR of reading 
developrrent. Only 71 of 1,609 separate classes observed devoted tirre to 
reading: 12 of these were designated as "reading" rather than regular 
Dlglish classes. What is distressing is that 50 percent of the schools 
actually employ reading specialists who are usually members of the Eng-
lish departrrent; however, there is little if any coordinated teaching of 
reading. 
I:eveloprrental programs were found in a well-developed form in only 
17 percent of the sch:>ols. Reading laboratories were not introduced in 
over half of these schools and were seldom seen in all but five others. 
Similarly, work in remedial reading was found lll.lch in evidence in only 
seven of the 95 scrools reported on . Tachistosoopes, reading pacers , 
accelerators, and reading films were found here and there; rowever, the 
"hardware" was not widely used even by reading specialists . In several 
schools , rooms of reading equipment stand idle while desperat e officials 
search for reading teachers who can manipulate these mechanical aides. 
If teachers would start to reoognize that the teaching of litera-
ture in high sch:>ol nust necessarily involve the teaching of reading, 
at tirres "explicitly," it would at least be a beginning. This reoog-
nitian is not likely to occur until the high scrool teacher of English 
is rrore aware than he is at present that in teaching Julius Caesar, for 
example , he has an obligation to prepare students to read other 
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Shakespearean plays as well, Nhat special skills are needed to read a 
sonnet? To analyze an essay? Tb comprehend a metaphor? 
Unfortunately, evidence in this study suggests that, in these 
schools at least, departrrents of English have yet to find effective 
ways either to incorporate developmental reading into the regular Eng-
lish program or to provit.!e remedial instruction for the substandard 
reader, 
The conscious recognition that texts us ed in literary study can and 
often should be explicitly considered as examples of critical problems 
in reading and that the skills and methods used to approach these texts 
are representative of those needed to approach a large number of simi-
lar texts could lead to a considerable improve..rrent in alnost every pro-
gram observed, (Squire and .A.pplebee, 1968) 
Evaluation procedure 
r:valuation of student learning and teacher effectiveness is oon-
sidered to be one of the weaknesses of most programs that were evalu-
ated. The NCI'E reported a najority of the schools had failed to use de-
partrrent testing as one of the most important ways of promoting articu-
lation among grade levels, In sch::>ols using a departrrent test, only 19 
percent of the sch::>ols contacted involved the departrrent chairm3n in the 
preparation of this test, Squire and Applebee report, 
While the prinary responsibility for the department examination 
should indeed lie with the teachers, the involvement of the de-
partrrent chairman also seems necessary if the examinations are 
to evaluate in some nanner the effectiveness of the program, not 
simply the performance of the student, (Squire and Applebee, 
1968, P• 161) 
Sixty percent of the schools in the Study reported no portion of 
the final exam as departrrental, and 70 percent required no form of 
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e xamination to test minimum essentials to be mastered at a particular 
pradc level, 
fJ.s to what teachers emphasize in their evaluation, here again, 
they are not consistent. Altoough 52 percent of all classroom activity 
is involved in the teaching of literature, while language receives only 
13.5 percent, (see Appendix A) far nore attention is given to the test-
ing of language, especially matters of usage, than to literature. After 
an evaluation of some 85 depart:rrental tests, observers felt that perhaps 
teachers were attempting to neasure too much, 
English as language involves alnost every aspect defined in 
Bloom's Taxono~ of Educational Ob~ectives on both the cogni-
tive and the ef ect~ve level, and ew of the traditional mul-
tiple choice questions are designed carefully enough to test 
more than one of the several different levels cognitive and 
effective, at a time. (Squire and Applebee, 1968, p. 163) 
M::>st of the final examinations are objective in character, with 
the great majority of the questions involving no more than rote rrerrory. 
The most successful examinations force the student to use and apply 
~wledge and skills which he has developed rather than asking for rote 
responses that really require attendance at a particular class lecture 
curing the year. Of the various fonra.ts used, fill-in type seems to be 
the least successful, requiring only a rote response. Multiple choice 
can rreasure growth if plausible incorrect answers are included to force 
the student to discriminate on the basis of knowledge gained during the 
course. 
Essay questions, altOOugh still in the minority on most tests given, 
ue nost successful when they provide explicit instructions along with 
rost of the materials necessary to answer the question; the students' 
i:ieas and critical abilities sh:Juld be all that is lacking. Tests usu-
tl.ly reflect the teacher's general conception of the program as a wh:Jle. 
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\Vhere the honors student is expected to analyze specific literary works 
without needing a vast background of chronological or biographical facts, 
the general student is asked to regurgitate a compilation of facts and 
theory which are related !!Pre to lectures his teacher has presented than 
to any first-hand acquaintance with works of literature, Jam=s Moffett 
in his introduction to ~Student Centered Languaee Arts Curriculum, 
t:;rade K - 13, feels there is a better way than giving an examination, 
Since my focus has been entirely on learning and not on 
testing-deliberately so, for the two are often in conflict, I 
su"gest a particular way of arriving at l!ffi'ks, a folder of each 
students' papers is kept and passed on yearly from teacher to 
teacher, Instead of deciding upon marks by making up tests, 
putting gr'ades on papers, and doing a lot of l:x:lokkeeping, the 
teacher looks over the folder at the end of the ll'di'king period, 
makes a general assessrrent of the students' papers, adds in his 
observations of the students' oral and dramatic 1-X)rk, and either 
translates this into a letter grade, if the administration in-
sists, or, writes a ThO-or ~e-sentence assessrrent. (Moffett, 
1968a, p. 7) 
He asserts the advantages of this process are evident: "The teacher 
gets a better picture of trends; the time he spends on marks is less but 
!!Pre rreaningful; and the student becorres oriented toward intrinsic learn-
ing issues instead of tooard grades." (Moffett, l968a, p. 7) 
In his book Teaching the Universe of Discourse, 1968, Moffett dis-
cusses the process of trial and error both as a teaching device and as 
an evaluation instrument to the criticism that the trial and error rrethod 
sounds to many people like a haphazard, tirre consuming business, a ran-
dam behavior of children, animals, and others who cb not know any better; 
:te comrrents: 
Trial and error is by definition never aimless, but without help 
the individual alone may not think of all the kinds of trials that 
are possible, or may not always see hoo to learn the !IPSt from his 
errors. And if it is a social activity he is learning, like writ-
ing, then human interaction is in any case indispensable, So we 
have teachers to propose rreaningful trials (assigrurents) in a 
rreaningful order, and to arrange f or a feedback that insures the 
rnaxim..un exploitation of error. (M:>ffett, 1968, p. 199) 
Alt)'v:)ugh there are many standardized tests on the ll'di'ket today, 
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they srould reflect what has been taught and what the student has gained 
from the instruction . M:>ffett states in his introduction to a student 
Centered Language Arts Curriculum, 
• • • the Administrative need for tests and marks has tampered 
with educational processes especially in English, even rrore than 
nost of its critics have ever asserted . A learning program srould 
be assessed on its CMn terms, not shnlnk to the narrow limits of 
conventional, easily quantifiable tests. (M:>ffett, 19G8a, p. 7-8) 
1lJE ARITCUIATED PROGRAM Kf OONNI:VII..U: 
School climate 
The quality of instructional and administrative leadership derron-
strated by the building principal and the tradition of learning and edu-
cation within the school and the corrrnuni ty are considered as two of the 
determining characteristics, possibly the two nost important character-
istics of any quality program. The quality of the school administrator 
and the way he uses his authority is the one single factor that contrib-
utes to the success or failure of successful English programs. 
To understand the school climate and the corrrnunity's attitude to-
ward education, one needs to l<nctw sOJrethin?, of the history of the ter-
race where the school is located. The school itself was constructed in 
1960 to acooT!IroClate the children of the comnunity of Washington Terrace, 
a c0Irllll.ll1ity of civilian and army personnel who noved to Ogden to work at 
Hill Airforce Base during World War II. The hanes were poorly built, 
small, with a lw-incane group in mind by contractors cashing in on the 
building boom during the Forty 1 s. Included in the boundaries of the 
school were two other small oorrmunities, South Ogden and Riverdale. 
The studentbody of Bonneville is about average with 45 percent of 
the students scoring fran 92 to 108 on the I. Q. tests (S.R.A.) admin-
istered ir1 September of 1972. A questionnaire filled out by the stu-
dents in January of 1974 indicated that 13 percent of the students live 
with soneone other than their natural parents. For the first time, dur-
ing the school year of 1973-74, students taking the IOWA Test for Educa-
tional Davelopnent (Appendix E) show significant rreasurable changes from 
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one level to another. 'I'N= intellectual climate seems to be changing, 
due partly to the new housing developrrents which upgrade the socio-eco-
nomic level of the carmunity. Each year l.lonneville students retuin from 
festivals, fairs , competition, and etc, with more academic honors than 
the year before. 
With new success in the academic areas, rrore and rrore support is 
being offered by the canrrunity. Still, students and parents voice dis-
approval of the many publicized innovative and experirrental programs for 
which the Weber District is notorious. There seems to be a sense of 
urgency to establish articUlated programs with sequential materials from 
level to level and to upgrade the existing programs. Bonneville will 
graduate its 14th senior class this year of 1974. 
J::uring the 14 years as an accredited school, there have been four 
principals : the first adninistrator was principal for seven years; the 
second for two years ; the third, for two years; and the fourth has been 
here three years. Just as there must be stability of staff to build 
good programs, it would follcx-J that there Jl1..1St be tenure in the area of 
administration. 
The present administration at Bonneville is very competitive in its 
attitude with other schools and has adopted a program designed to change 
attitudes within the ccntTD.II1i ty and school ta.~ard education. 
The Study indicates the necessity of principal 1 s having an alrrost 
absolute authority in making the final decisions concerning his school. 
The principal may hire only after prospects have made application to and 
have been interviewed by the central office, New prograJ16 are encour-
aged by t he school district as long as they have educational objectives 
and will enhance the school 1 s program. The principal has the final say 
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on all pror;l'dll\5 , texts and curriculum which, when evaluated, must rreet 
state requirements. 
Teacher preparation 
Consistent with the premise of the Study that English tead1.ers will 
be well prepared in English (see page 8 of this report), of the 17 teadl.-
ers in the Bonneville English deparbnent, seven have Master's Degrees 
and nine have Badl.elor's Degrees. :'i.ve indicated from 12 to 23 senester 
hours of preparation , nine reported 24-48 hours of preparation, and t= 
reported more than 48 hours. Although 12 tead-ers reported zero to t= 
y&U'S since their last formal study in English and four tead-ers reported 
from four to seven years, at present all teadl.ers in the departnent are 
.involved in a ten week program at /Ieber State College. Regarding experi-
ence, three teadl.ers have taught oore than 15 years , three have taught 
fran six to fifteen years, three have taught from three to five years, 
and seven have taught two or less. The Study sho.red that nationally 43 
percent of the teadl.ers of English had earned a degree since beginning 
their career, with 36 percent having acquired at least a Master's Degree 
since beginning full tirre teadl.ing. In the Bonneville team, all teadl.-
ers began full tirre teaching with a Bachelor's Degree; and seven, or 41 
percent have earned a Master's Degree since that tirre, but not all in 
the field of English. 
The survey of Bonneville indicates that 13 of the 17 tead-ers have 
taken further course work in English and are better prepared in litera-
ture than in other areas. Tead-ers admitted oost post graduate worl<: has 
been in classes dealing with literature. 
At the present tirre there is no incentive program for teachers 
other than salary increases. Teadl.ers are encouraged to enroll in 
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extension classes and on occasion the school district will pay for in-
service instruction. Unfortunately, with only two sabbatical opportun-
ities for the entire district in any given year, this limitation hardly 
qualifies as an incentive. Teachers are encouraged to join professional 
organizations and to attend workshops. Depending upon the whim or policy 
of the building principal, teachers may be given the opportunity to visit 
other schools and other districts to observe publicized prop;rams. 
Bonneville's greatest problem in the English department has been 
and still is the turn-over of teachers within the departrrent, Stability 
of a good articulated program can only be maintained by a highly stable 
teaching staff building and rebuilding a curriculum to meet the needs of 
the students. 
The English department at Bonneville 
The English depart:Jrent has been organized at Bonneville for several 
years, but effective changes and rreasurable achievements in test scores 
were not apparent until after the department organized a scope and se-
quence workshop with the participation of all English teachers in the 
Bonneville Cone. The cone is made up of teachers from Bonneville, South 
Junior and T. H. Bell Junior High. Under the direction of Dr. Farr of 
Utah State University and subsequently Dr. Vamel A. Bench of the \-Ieber 
County School District, a Scope and Sequence Language Arts' Program was 
written for grades seven through twelve. (See Bonneville Manual, 1973) 
According to the study of the SN'IE (Squire and Applebee, 1968) the 
depart:nent chairman should be given responsibility in four Jll3.jor areas: 
the appointment, supervision and evaluation, the development of curricu-
lt.un, and public relations for the department. At Bonneville the depart-
ment head is given the opportunity to talk to prospective teachers after 
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the principal has alrendy r,iven approval 1 i.e. 1 the hiring of a secre-
tary to teach remedial reading and the hiring of a debate teacher in-
structed by the principal to take some classes in English because part 
of his assignment would be to teach English, 
The departJrent chairman at Bonneville has authority to supervise 
the English department after the principal has determined what soould be 
offered in the curriculum, He is encouraged to evaluate the teachers 
of the department and report to the principal. 
The head of the department teaches f ive classes a day leaving pre-
cious little time for carrying out the responsibilities of his position, 
1\Jnds for teacher helps, texts and innovations encouraged by the univei'-
si ties are very limited • • • along with tre chairman's autoori ty. At 
present, department heads receive no corrpensation for extra responsibil-
ity and effort . The National Study reports, "If chairmen are to be ef-
fective, they must be given subst311tial time, rroney and authority to 
carry out treir duties," (Squire and Applebee, 1968, p. 250) 
To his credit the department head has been instrumental in improv-
ing instruction and arranging for in-service worksoops . Although funds 
have been limited, he has been able to acquire 11\3J1Y new books for the 
students to read in the literature progra!l5. Because of the turnover of 
teachers in the department, alnost a third, the chainnan's assignment to 
improve instruction is at best difficult. However, test scores (See Ap-
pendix E.) indicate increased success from one year to the next. 
Tre Study suggests that schools with good programs have an area, or 
a department center, where all the teacrers on the staff might gather to 
relax, w::~rk, and discuss l!lltual problems. Bonneville does have a desig-
nated area with an efficient secretary, lx>wever, because of the location 
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and size of the area is not used by all of the English departrrent. 
Tile greatest handicap of the Bonneville English departrrent is the 
physical plant designed for a social studies t~teaching situation. 
'..Jhen the social studies depart:rrent failed miserably in their new environ-
rrent, dividers were installed in the open pods and the English depart-
rrent was JOOved in and ccmnanded to succeed, Currently, the departrrent 
is beginning to show success, This articulated program has provided 
sorre direction, this being the first year that significant, rreasurable 
results have been sham by test srores. Nothing helps public relations 
rrore than success; rroreover, the 1973 test srores provide roncrete evi-
dence of the l>eginning of a successful program. 
Subject Areas 
Literature 
Literature is the strongest area of all English studies with rrore 
time being given to classroom study of literature than to all the other 
areas rombined. In the Study teachers reported an average of 52. 2 per-
cent devoted to concepts important to literature, while Bonneville teach-
ers reported only 3.12 percent. (See Appendix A) As sham by the Study, 
it is rrore often the individual teacher than the departrrent that can be 
singled out for distinction in this field. 
~lhile emphasis in the Study seems to have been on ideas, at Bonne-
ville the emphasis is on the elenents, figures of speech, rotivatiooal 
appeal and techniques. Each genre (a) short story, (b) novel, (c) drama, 
and (d) pcetry is in turn broken down into its separate elerrents. (Ap-
pendix B, c, and D under Reading: tenth, eleventh and twelfth erades) 
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The rrost corrrnon pattern followed by the Study schools is: varia-
tions of World literature, or a thematic or typological study in grade 
10; Arrerican literature in grade ll; and English or world literature in 
grade 12. Bonneville's program calls for 'Norld literature in grade 10, 
American literature and mass rredia analysis in grade 11, and the study 
of English literature in grade 12, 
With new trends in experirrentation, rrore elective classes are being 
offered: English literature, rrodern literature, humanities, Shakespeare, 
the drama, the novel, great books, and vocatimal and professional writ-
ing classes, At Bonneville students may choose the study of literature 
in reading improverrent, Shakespeare, and the great books, The creative 
writing classes use selected readings to initiate ~II'iting assignrrents. 
Units on vocational English are to be inoorporeted into the already ex-
isting English programs for the coming year, This program is in the 
planning stage and was recommended by the North West Accrediting teams 
to be incorporated in existing programs, not to be offered as a separate 
class, 
The availability of many texts is clearly a distinguishing charac-
teristic of outstanding programs. Unfortunately, Bonneville does not 
have either a centrel or a departrrental library with extensive selections, 
Each year the departrrent chai.rnl3n adds a few selections to the existing 
list, only to have the number dwindle from the loss of books by students. 
The availability of an excellent bookstore is impossible with the school 
district's present policy. 
The Study programs have guided reading programs with i.mrediate ac-
cess to books found on the reoommended lists. At Bonneville there are 
outside reading lists, h<Mever, there are not enough books in the 
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library readily available to all students . Bonneville will begin a 
guided reading program during the sumrer vacation of 1974 and has plans 
to allocate !lOre funds for !lOre texts. This rrove will allow the estab-
lishrrent of a f,Uided three year reading program as sup,gested by the Study. 
Corrposition 
In the Study schools 15.7 percent of classroom tine is spent in the 
study of canposition oorrq:>ared to 30.8 percent at Bonneville. (See Ap-
pendix A) As students at Bonneville have been shown to be weak in this 
area, !lOre emphasis in tre last three years has been given to instruction 
in oo~sition especially in grades ll and 12. 
Acoo~ to the Study there seem to be argurrents for and against 
the "trial and error" rrethod of teaching composition. Most of the teach-
ers in the Bonneville English departrrent follow this procedure: the 
student is given a writing assignment, after which tre teacher makes 
corrections and annotations. The paper is then returned to the student 
to be revised and re-submitted to the teacher. All teachers teach five 
classes instead of the Study's reoorrrrended four, which adds another 30 
students to the total teaching load and therefore takes away one precious 
hour needed to oorrect and ann::>tate papers. Teachers admit to not having 
enough tine to adhere strictl y to the procedure. 
It is not the policy of the Weber District to budget funds for 
readers in the English departrrents , although aides are hired in other 
curriculum areas to do clerical work, prepare teaching materials, and in 
sorre instances oorrect tests . 
Bonneville teachers are in agreerrent with the concensus of the 
teachers in the Study that text books have a comron fault: they ass\l!re 
that all students are at the sane level of achievement and that all 
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students have the same problerrs, Thus they are approaching all students 
with the sane level of instruction and sophistication, lbst of the as-
sigrurents are created by the teacher and grow out of the literature and 
other activities. The variety is based on concepts shown on the fold-
outs for each level. (See Appendix B, C, and D, creative writing assign-
rrents and practical vocational writing.) 'IWice as many assigrurents are 
based on literature, personal experience, social science, and :imaginative 
creative writinr,. A study of the Bonneville classes indicated a trend 
toward JlPre creative writing demanded by the student interest. During 
the school year of 1973-74, three creative writing classes were offered; 
for the corning year, 1974-75, to meet the growing demand, five sections 
will be offered. The students feel they have a need to better express 
themselves in the written word, 
Writing incrementally at all levels, students are required to I.Ti te 
narration, description, exposition and argumentation in the better pro-
grarrE of the Study. At Bonneville, by oorrparing the flow charts on all 
three levels of instruction, (Appendix B, c, and D), it is obvious that 
an incremental program has been planned for and is being used by nost of 
the instructors. 
Many of the programs studied advocate the use of a folder for each 
student for articulation purposes, the folder to be a depository for the 
oorrpleted writings of the student, This practice was started by the 
sopharore English team, but has rot been crntinued by the 11th grade 
English team. (See use of folders in evaluation section.) 
Although 7l percent of all English prograrrs in the Study require a 
tenn paper, the practice is questioned by both high school and college 
instructors. At Bonneville, every student in the English departrrent, 
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a t each level, is required to pi'Oduce a paper. The teachers find their 
problelffi are those of the Study schools; library facilities are too 
scanty for in-depth research, and still too much emphasis is placed on 
~rechanics rather 1:!1an the thoup:ht processes and logical developrrent. 
The teachers of the department are divided as to heM rewarding or unre-
warding and unsound the practice nay be, especially for the terminal stu-
dent. 
·with only 52 percent of the students indicating a desire for post 
high school training at a college or university, the long paper might 
be better substituted for reslllles and letters of application, especially 
for the terminal students. 
Teaching of languase 
The English teachers in both the feeder schools and the hir,h school 
of the Bonneville Cone decided, in their in-service '1-12 Sequential Semi-
nar held during the school year of 1973, to adhere basically to tradi-
tional terminology in their teaching of grarmrar, punctuation, and usage 
rather than transformational grarrrnar or structural gramrrar. In the 
Study schools, l3. 5 percent of instructional ti.Ire is devoted to the study 
of gramnar and usage. At Bonneville the teachers indicated that 22.5 
percent of classti.Ire is devoted to t lris area. (See Appendix A) A 
break-dovm of the individual concepts can be found on the fold out in 
Appendix B, C, and D for tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades, under the 
heading of Grallm3I'· 
lhlil<e the Study recanmendations, little or no fomal attention is 
given to dialect study, lexicography, senantics, the history of the lan-
guage or phonology. I'Dreover, even though research indicates that oral 
drills and pattern practices are highly effective in the instruction of 
usa~e , the teachers in the Bonneville C'.one have not incorporated this 
t edmi.que into their teaching or instruction. 
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The t ead1ers in the cone have, hCJNever, recor;nized the need for 
scope and sequence , 7-12, and have a t least attempted to provide unified 
terminology and sequential development of the l7-l8th Century rules in 
grarrana.r, usage, and punctuation. 
Teaching of reading 
When the scope and sequence manual for the depart:rrent of English 
was formulated, reading and literature were included on the sarre line on 
the flow cnart. (See Reading on fold out, Appendix B, C, and D.) Em-
phasis is given to reading only 4.5 percent of the tinE in the Study 
schools and only 3 percent in the Bonneville classrooms. (See Appendix 
A) As with the Study, many of the teachers in the departJrent feel they 
are teaching reading along with the literature. In reality, there is 
very little developmental reading instruction in the total program. Out 
of a s tudentbody of over 1600 , approxi.rrately 150 students have sore kind 
of instruction. Tne depart:rrent has one teacher who teaches five sections 
a day. Students use the SRA Reading Laboratory and the Reader's Digest 
Skill Builders, then select their own reading ffi3.terials for the balance 
of the tinE • 
Teachers were asked to sul:.mit the names of students in their classes 
whom they felt had reading difficulties . From these lists 150 students 
were tested to find their level of reading ability. iUthough every stu-
dent tested was belcw his grade level, s01re as low as the third grade, 
Bonneville has only two generalists who work with no rrore than 20 stu-
dents . In our present program, if a student has mt learned to read 
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before he corres to high school, he may never have that opportunity. One 
teacher in the depart:rrent expressed herself ccncerning reading by stating 
the follc:Ming: 
It really takes a specialist, like McGregor, with training, and 
Jroney to buy books specifically adjusted to certain reading dif-
ficulties. It would be totally unrealistic for regular English 
teachers to be expected to have this expertise (and t:Ure) when 
you consider all the other areas we are expected to cover in a 
years tirre. For the student's benefit, hcwever, we should have 
a person we could either send these students to or a person who 
could help us with these problerrs. 
Although the results of laNA tests (see Appendix E), indicate that the 
students at llam1eville are'bolding their c:Mn;' investigation bears out 
the need f or much greater emphasis in this area of instructiO!l. 
Evaluation procedures 
Departmental testing is possible and is often used at Bonneville in 
levels ten and eleven, as much of the instruction is on a team teaching 
basis . In level twelve two facto~ make the use of department tests more 
difficult to administer, the separation of physical facilities and the 
number of electives available to seniors. 
When departrrent examinations are to be used, teachers and depart-
ment chainmen usually sit dcwn tov.ether to decide what should be included; 
hcwever, teachers may choose to delete or add to the examination when as-
ministering the test to their cwn classes. 
Content varies according to what is being tested, but because sare 
students do poorly on some types of examination questions and much better 
oo others, several types of questions are included: objective, multiple 
choice, comparisons, and essay. No final examination is given, except for 
the Advance Placenent classes. The laNA Test of Educational Developrent 
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is administered by the district ead1 fall to all students at all levels 
of the high sdlool. (See results , Appendix E. ) 
The use of accumulative folders suggested in the Study for evalu-
ation of corrposi tim and wri tin~ is used by teadlers of grade ten and 
by sare of the teachers of grade eleven, Teadlers of creative writing 
find this one of the more practical ways of evaluating a students' work, 
The Study reccmmends a final examination upon completion of the 
course; ha.Jever , at 13onneville rrost testinr, follows the unit of work, 
'Dlis practice evaluates neither the program nor the teadler, and does 
not provide information for purposes of articulation between levels. 
Certainly, this is one aspect of the Bonneville program where sare dlanges 
need to be IIRde. The ICJWA test does not p,ive enough infonration to real-
ly evaluate both the English teadler and the English pro~. 
EVALUATION AND SUWARY 
A final evaluation of the English program at Bonneville High School 
can not be conclusive because of the ever changing nature of the faculty, 
students, ccmnunity, and trends in education. The foll<Minp; is a sunrna-
ry of u1e strenp;ths and weaknesses in the Bonneville program based on 
the findings and conclusions of the Study. 
1. Teachers are prepared to teach at Bonneville and have an oppor-
tuni ty for in-service classes. Opportunities for stipends and sabbatical 
leaves are nonextant. 
2. Students are interested in reading for both study and personal 
satisfaction. Several good anthologies are available to the student but 
not nearly enoup;h books. Less emphasis on literature in classroom study 
at Bormeville rray indicate a better balanced prop,ram. (See .Aflpendix P .• ) 
The most striking weakness in this area is lack of library facilities. 
3. TWo of the most important considerations, the intellectual cli-
mate and the principal's attitude toward educati~ are difficult to as-
sess. Yet there seems to be a changing attitude among the students, a 
rrore positive feeling t<Mard academic success. This attitude coupled 
with the principal's deep competitive spirit is having a positive effect 
on the intellectual clirrate of the school. 
4. Students have varied and frequent writi.'"lg opportunities but 
need rrore instruction in rhetoric and the processes of writing. 
s. A variety of materials and methods are used in the classrooms, 
in the Honors program, advanced placement classes, and college prep 
classes. Although teachers are not restricted , little innovation or 
exper:inentation take place . 
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G. There seems to be no concensus in the Study as to hew much em-
phasis should be placed on literature, language, or rorrposition. (See 
Appendix A.) The observer will note that Bonneville's program distri-
butes time spent in all three areas more equitable than does the Study. 
Again, as with tre Study, an outstanding teacher seerrs to make the dif-
ference beU.1een a v,ood or poor program. The scope and sequence program 
of the llonneville Cone is explicit and well written, and teachers are 
expected to follow the pror,ram as outlined. 
7. Tne readine program (instruction in the skills of reading) is 
the weakest area in t he departnent . AlthoUf,h sare effort is made to 
provide instruction, too much effort, time, and JOOney are spent on the 
rrore a!Jle student . Only 2 0 students, oo a limited basis , are recei v-
ine professional instruction in reading. 
B. Teachers have a favorable teaching climate and each teaching 
team has a comron preparation period. On the negative side, the school 
plant is extrerrely poor, student-teacher ratio is high, teachers rreet 
five classes each day instead of the recormended four, and although 
there is a departrrental center, it is not adequate for the entire depart-
rrent. 
9 • The English departrrent is led by a capable and resourceful chair-
man who was instrurrental in the preparation of the srope and sequence 
materials used in the Bonneville Cone. vJith five classes to teach each 
day, the chairman does not have tine to properly s upervise and coordi-
nate the activities of the departrrem: . He is consulted when new teach-
ers are hired but does not have responsibility in the final decisions, 
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10. "Outstanding English prowarrs are characterized by the pres-
en<..'e of outstanding teachers." Alth~h all teachers in the English 
departJrent are not of a unifonnly excellent quality, there are a srrall 
number of creative teachers who do much to motivate students and fellcw 
teachers. One of the staff, Mrs. Elaine Bird, just wan the Heritorious 
Teaching Award given by the Acaderey of Science , Arts, and letters. 
ll. The greatest lveakness of English programs which consistently 
produce contest winners in the NCTI: contests is the sarre weakness found 
in the uonneville English program and most of the other pror;rams review-
ed. Although these schools , Bonneville included, have outstanding pro--
grams for college bound students , there is a noticeable lack of planned 
pro>r,rams for the terminal student. Perhaps the needs of half of the 
s tudentbody are being ignored. 
At a time when state and federal governments are willing to allo-
cate extra f unds for vocational :i..'1Struction, curriculum designers should 
be coo;nizant of the other 50 to 60 percent of the students, those who do 
not plan to attend collep;e . They should be ready to use these extra 
funds to design a curriculum to fit the needs of all the students while 
such f uncts are available. 
12. The philosophy of the bonneville English department reflects 
the changing social and educational patterns of our times. Even though 
the teacher tum-over at Bonneville was alluded to earlier in this re-
port as a weakness , the new teachers bring new ideas , creativity, and 
new nethods of approaching the teaching of the skills of English. 
The Bormeville English program incorporates JOClSt of the recorrrrend-
ed elements considered by the Stucty to be necessary in an outstanding 
English program: effective leadership, well prepared and dedicated teach-
ers , reasonable working candi tions and resources, in-service programs for 
teachers, a variety of teaching methods, planned sequential and struc-
tured programs, e lective classes to give students =re choice in what 
they stucty, and a philosophy reflecting the changing social and educa-
tional patterns of our times. 
1-Jhile the statistical evidence provided bY the Icwa Test of Educa-
tional Development is not sufficient to determine the success of the pres-
ent English program, a year to year canparison (see Appendix E) indicates 
a sip.;nificant measurable increase in every area tested but one . The 
eleventh grade results in the test given in November of 1973 are the 
highest scores ever reccrded by Bormeville students . Hopefully, these 
results are a trend and indicative of the quality and strength of the 
present articulated English program at Bonneville High School. 
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Appendix A 
Comparative Charts 
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Appendix B 
Flow Chart of Tenth Grade English Program at 
Bonneville High School 

Appendix C 
Flow Chart of Eleventh Grade English Program at 
Bonneville High School 

Appendix D 
Flow Chart of Twelfth Grade Eng lish Program at 
Bonneville High School 
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Appendix F 
Supplementary Data - Bonneville High School 
----
Appendix F. Supplerrentary Data - Bonneville High School 
Title of Course Grade Enrollmem: ~lumber of Required or Range of Total 
Secticos Elective Class Size Minutes 
English 10 10 564 22 Required 19-35 5 275 
English 11 11 532 20 Required 21-39 5 275 
Enf,lish 12 11 174 8 Required 10-37 5 275 
Hcnors 10 10 38 Elective 17-21 5 275 
Hcnors 11 11 21 1 Elective 21 5 275 
A. P. English 12 32 2 Elective 9-23 5 275 
College Prep 12 147 5 Elective 24-34 5 275 
Creative Writing 11-12 116 4 Elective 23-36 5 275 
Shakespeare 12 103 3 Elective 33-36 5 275 
Reading 10-11-12 112 5 Elective 20-31 5 275 
Journalism 10-11-12 15 1 Elective 15 5 275 
I::ebate 10-11-12 36 2 Elective 18 5 275 
Yearbook 10-11-12 22 1 Elective 22 5 275 
Drema 10-11-12 42 2 Elective 17-25 5 275 
Stage Production 10-11-12 15 1 Elective 15 5 275 
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Appendix G 
Se l ective Curriculum Guides 
6S 
SEl.ECI'IVE CURRICULUM GUIDES 
A SEQUENTIAL ENGliSH-LANGUAGE-ARTS CURRICULUM IN liNGUISTICS, LOGIC, SE-
WN'I'ICS, RHETORIC, CXJMPOSITION, AND liTERARY ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM 
FOR GRADES KINIERGARI'EN THffiLQ! 'IWELVE. 1968. Wiscoosin English 
I.nnguage Arts CUrriculum Project, Madison, Wisoonsin State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, Madison. 
TI-!EMATIC APPffiAQ1 TO liTERATURE, LANGUAGE, AND COMPOSITION, GRADES 10, 
11, 12: SENIOR HIGH S0100L CXJURSE GUIDE. Cleveland Heights, Ohio. 
Availal>le from Leonard f'reyman, Director of Educatioo, Cleveland 
Heights, University Heights, 2155 Mi.ranar Blvd., Cleveland Heights, 
Ohio. 44118. 
ENGUSH LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM GUirE: GRADES 7-12. Edm:lnds School 
District 15, Lyn\oiOOd, Washingtoo. 1967. Available from Mre. 
Juliette Haertig Bloorrer, Edm:mds School District No. 15, 3800-l96th 
Southwest, Lynwood, Washington. 
TEA01ING liTERATURE IN GRADES TEN 'IHffiUGl 'IWELVE. INDIANA UNIVERSI'IY 
ENGUSH CURRICULUM S'IUDY SERIES. 1968. Iahlian, Philip B. and 
Edward B. Jensinson. Indiana University, Bloomington, English 
Curriculum Study Center. 
MEANING AND FUiCITON OF LANGUAGE, ENGUSH 9-12. Acalanes Union High 
School District, Lafayette, California. 1965. This guide is still 
001Sidered one of the best by the NCI'E Ca!mittee to review CUrricu-
lum guides. 
A SEQUENTIAL CURRICULUM IN il/AGUAGE, READING, AND CXJMPOSITI<l'l (ORAL AND 
WRITTEN), GRADES 7 'IHroLQ! 12. FINAL REPORT. 1967. Kitzhaber, 
Albert R. Oregon University, Eugene, Oregon. 
A GUIDE FOR TI-!E ENGliSH PffiGRAM: GRADES 7-12. CURRICULUM BULLETIN. 
E. L. A. 200, 1-bntbello Unified School District, California. 
1969. Available frun Dr. Normm o. Tallman. Associate Superin-
tendent Instructiooal Services, Mcntebello Unified School District, 
123 South Montebello Blvd., Montebello, California 90460. 
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S'IUDY EXPLANATION 
en the basis of a survey taken by J, N. Hook in January, 1961, of 
SOlie 6000 or 7000 high schools to identify the characteristics of high 
schools which produced students cited in the Achievemant Awaros program 
of the NCI'E , the council decided to try to find out hew these English 
programs in the schools producing winners and runners-up in the annual 
program differed in certain respects from conve.'"ltional prograrrs. As-
suming that superior English deparbrents are those that coostantly pro-
woe students woo are superior in English, the investigators determined 
to examine in depth programs of those schools which year after year 
g;reduate students receiving Achievement Award Citations. (Squire, 1968) 
Not wanting to base a national study solely on the NCTE Achieve-
rrent Awaros program, which seerred unduly restrictive, the project staff 
atteJ!l)ted to natch the schools selected with an equal number of schools 
whose English programs were highly regarded. To secure these nanes, 
advice was sought from professors of English and Educaticn in state uni-
versities, including directors of freshrren ~i ticn and supervisors 
of student teachers woo visit schools, from the officers of regional 
and local English organizations affiliated with NCI'E, and from consul-
tants in state departments of education, 
cne hundred sixteen high schools with reputations for achieving 
outstanding results were selected, Added during the second and third 
year of study were 42 additional schools: 19 schools engaged in experi-
rrental programs, seven Catholic schools, nine independent schools, and 
seven canprehensive high schools in large cities for a total of 158, 
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